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Abstract

Current blockchains do not provide any security guarantees to the
smart contracts and their users as far as the content of the transactions
is concerned. In the spirit of decentralization and censorship resistance,
they follow the paradigm of including valid transactions in blocks with-
out any further scrutiny. Rollups are a special kind of blockchains whose
primary purpose is to scale the transaction throughput. Many of the ex-
isting rollups operate through a centrally operated sequencing protocol.
In this paper, we introduce the Sequencer Level Security (SLS) protocol,
an enhancement to sequencing protocols of rollups. This pioneering con-
tribution explores the concept of the sequencer’s capability to identify and
temporarily quarantine malicious transactions instead of including them
in blocks immediately. We describe the mechanics of the protocol for both
the transactions submitted to the rollup mempool, as well as transactions
originating from Layer one. We comment on topics such as trust and
decentralization, and consider the security impact on the protocol itself.
We implement a prototype of the SLS protocol, Zircuit, which is built
on top of Geth and the OP stack. The SLS protocol described can be
easily generalized to other rollup designs, and can be used for purposes
other than security.

1 Introduction

Blockchain technology has revolutionized the way we think about financial
transactions and data storage, by offering a decentralized, resilient, and pro-
grammable ledger that operates on a global scale. The introduction of smart
contracts [Szabo(1996)] on platforms such as Ethereum [Wood(2014)] has fur-
ther expanded the capabilities of blockchains, allowing users to execute deter-
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Table 1: Layer 2 (L2) Chains and their Sequencer Status. TVL: indicates
the Total Value Locked expressed in billions of dollars. Single Seq: denotes
whether a single centralized sequencer is used. Tx w/o Seq.?: stands for the
ability to submit transactions without the sequencer, where ”Yes” is followed
by the delay time required for such transactions.

L2 Chain TVL ($B) Single Seq. Tx w/o Seq.?
Arbitrum One 18.65 Yes Yes (1d) [l2b(2024a)]
Optimism 7.62 Yes Yes (12h) [l2b(2024e)]
Base 4.09 Yes Yes (12h) [l2b(2024b)]
Blast 2.75 Yes Yes (12h) [l2b(2024c)]
Starknet 1.37 Yes No [l2b(2024f)]
zkSync Era 0.746 Yes No [l2b(2024g)]

ministic programs stored on the blockchain. These smart contracts are invoked
through transactions, and every node in the network executes the code to update
the state. However, despite these innovations, security vulnerabilities have been
a persistent threat, leading to significant financial losses within the blockchain
ecosystem.

Notably, even the most decentralized blockchains have found themselves
compelled to take centralized measures in response to major security breaches.
In 2010, a vulnerability in the code of Bitcoin [Nakamoto(2008)] led to the cre-
ation of a block that contained a transaction creating 184 billion Bitcoin. The
community quickly reacted by releasing a patch and introduced a soft fork to
nullify the impact of the exploit [bit(2024)]. In 2016, the DAO protocol on
Ethereum was hacked for $60 million, leading to a contentious hard fork to re-
verse the exploit [eth(2024)]. More recently, in 2022, the Binance Smart Chain
took the drastic step of pausing and rolling back blocks to undo a cross chain
hack which stole $2 million BNB tokens [bin(2024)]. These incidents under-
score the challenges faced by decentralized blockchains when confronted with
significant exploits and the lack of effective mechanisms to preemptively detect,
isolate, and block them.

In the realm of Ethereum, rollups, a.k.a commit-chains [Khalil et al.(2018)]
or validating bridges [McCorry et al.(2021)], have become a crucial Layer 2 (L2)
solution for enhancing transaction throughput on the Layer 1 (L1) Ethereum
network (see e.g., [Gudgeon et al.(2020)] for more on Layer 2 networks). Rollups
interpret transactions and maintain a separate blockchain state, but do not
typically need to form consensus for this purpose. The order of transactions and
their assignment to blocks, and consequently the state of the rollup, are decided
by a so-called sequencer. As the sequencer dictates the order of transactions and
blocks, other L2 participants do not need to reach consensus on L2 transactions
and blocks. This results in the capability for the network to produce blocks
at a higher rate than Ethereum. Almost all rollups currently have a single
centralized sequencer.

We conducted a study of the top six rollups ranked by Total Value Locked
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(TVL), as reported by L2Beat [l2b([n. d.])]. The TVL was determined by ag-
gregating the value (in USD) of canonically bridged, externally bridged, and
natively minted assets [l2b(2024d)]. Table 1 presents the results of our study.
All six rollups have a single centralized sequencer controlled by the L2 team.
Two of them (StarkNet and zkSync Era) do not allow transactions to be submit-
ted without the sequencer. The other four (Arbitrum One, Optimism, Base, and
Blast) allow transactions to be submitted without the sequencer, via sending
messages on L1, but with a delay of at least 12 hours and higher gas fees. The
centralized nature of sequencers in rollups has been a subject of debate within
the community. Despite this, the community has largely accepted the central-
ization of sequencers in rollups, as it has enabled significant improvements in
transaction throughput [cen(2024)].

The Ethereum protocol, in the spirit of absolute censorship resistance, does
not examine the content of transactions prior to their inclusion in blocks. Es-
sentially, any transaction that pays the necessary gas fee and bears a valid
signature gets added to a block. However, community-driven initiatives such as
Flashbots [fla(2024)] have managed to assemble miners to rearrange the order
of transactions within a block, motivated by both profit and security consider-
ations (see Section 6). It is important to note that while services like Flashbots
can filter out or re-order certain transactions, they cannot catch all malicious
activity. Attackers still have the opportunity to commit harmful transactions
through miners not participating in Flashbots.

Rollups, much like Ethereum, currently lack mechanisms for scrutinizing
transactions before they are included in blocks. Given that rollups typically
operate under a centralized sequencer, it is also impossible for the community
to develop protocols similar as Flashbots on rollups in the future. This situation
presents a unique opportunity: what if we could equip the sequencer with an
extra layer of security? This layer’s primary motivation is not profit, but solely
enhancing security by preventing malicious transactions from being executed.

Recognizing the critical need for improved security measures, we propose
the Sequencer Level Security (SLS) protocol. This novel approach leverages the
centralized nature of sequencers to scrutinize transactions for potential malicious
intent before they are finalized on Layer 2. By enabling the early detection
and quarantine of suspect transactions, the SLS protocol aims to enhance the
security of smart contracts and the underlying blockchain without necessitating
the contentious measures of hard forks or block reversion.
Contributions: This paper presents the following contributions:

• Sequencer Level Security (SLS): This paper introduces a novel ap-
proach to enhancing transaction security on rollups with centralized se-
quencers. SLS enables early detection and quarantine of potentially mali-
cious transactions, augmenting the blockchain’s security framework.

• SLS Customization and Trust Assurance: SLS enables users to set
customized invariants for malice detection, allowing more granular control
over security protocols. It also permits users to stake assets to the sensi-
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tivity of malice detection, facilitating the processing of transactions with
acceptable risk levels.

• Implementation of SLS: We detail the implementation of the SLS pro-
tocol (called Zircuit) atop the so-called OP stack, an open source imple-
mentation of the Optimism rollup [Optimism([n. d.])]. This also includes
comprehensive insights into the design choices, technical nuances, and the
integration process, providing a blueprint for deploying SLS in real-world
scenarios.

• Critical Insights and Discussion on SLS: Our research offers critical
insights into the potential impacts, challenges, and future directions of the
SLS protocol. We discuss the implications of our findings for the devel-
opment and application of security protocols in decentralized networks,
setting the stage for further innovations in the field.

The paper is organized as follows: Following this introduction, we present
the preliminaries of Ethereum and the Optimism1 architecture in Section 2.
Section 3 introduces our main contribution, the SLS protocol, and Section 4 dis-
cusses the implementation details and concerns. Section 6 provides an overview
of related work, and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Preliminaries

A blockchain serves as a distributed ledger across a computer network, where
nodes use consensus algorithms to appoint a leader for appending data. Each
node maintains a full blockchain copy, validating transactions and blocks to en-
sure integrity and continuity. A notable example is the Ethereum blockchain,
which we will use throughout this paper without loss of generality. This sec-
tion provides the necessary background on Layer 1 and Layer 2 networks, the
Ethereum blockchain, and the Optimism rollup stack for the rest of the paper.

2.1 Layer 1 (L1) and Layer 2 (L2) Networks

Blockchains like Ethereum offer a decentralized framework allowing mutually
mistrusting entities to cooperate without a trusted third party. Despite their
transformative potential, these blockchains are constrained by limited through-
put. The academic and practical discourse on blockchain scalability has pro-
duced several approaches, including sharding [Zamani et al.(2018)] and side-
chains [Back et al.(2014)].

Layer 2 (L2) protocols represent an orthogonal scaling solution. Unlike the
aforementioned approaches, Layer 2 protocols enhance scalability without al-
tering the trust assumptions or consensus mechanisms of the blockchain to be
scaled, referred to as Layer 1 (L1). L2 enables users to conduct transactions
off-chain through private and authenticated communication, avoiding the need

1“Bedrock” release
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to broadcast every transaction on the parent blockchain [Gudgeon et al.(2020)].
These off-chain transactions effectively form another blockchain, also termed
Layer 2 (L2) blockchain. For instance, Optimism serves as a L2 blockchain
that scales the ecosystem of Ethereum, its corresponding L1 blockchain.

2.2 Ethereum Protocol Overview

Ethereum’s architecture comprises a network of nodes, each upholding the
blockchain’s state. They form consensus on who the next leader allowed to pro-
pose a block through the Proof-of-Stake protocol (see e.g., [Nguyen et al.(2019)]).
The leader forms a block filled with transactions that is broadcasted to the rest
of the network nodes. The nodes confirm the validity of transactions, execute
the transactions, and update their blockchain state. This way, the blockchain
forms consensus on the state itself.

The transactions contained in the blocks are submitted to the nodes by the
blockchain users. The users are represented by Externally Owned Accounts
(EOA). Each EOA is represented by an address that is derived from the pri-
vate key that the account uses to sign its transactions. The nodes maintain
the transactions submitted to them yet not included in the blocks in so-called
mempool. The transactions submitted to the mempool are propagated among
the nodes over a P2P [Schollmeier(2001)] protocol so that they can be included
in the blocks by any node selected as the next block proposer.

Transactions submitted by users must meet specific criteria and be properly
signed. In order to ensure proper sequential processing, each account needs
to tag its transactions with so-called nonce. The nonce is a number that de-
termines the sequential order of the transaction among the other transactions
signed and submitted by the same account. Nonces for each account start with
0. The Ethereum nodes will accept and process account’s transactions only se-
quentially, and the protocol does not allow any gaps. In most implementations,
if a node receives two transactions with the same nonce signed by the same
account in the mempool, it retains the transaction with higher gas price and
drops the transaction with the lower gas price (the concept of gas is described
later in this section). This mechanic can be used for replacing transactions that
were broadcasted to the network and were not included in blocks yet. Once a
transaction is included in a block, the inclusion is permanent, which guarantees
immutability of the blockchains state.

The Ethereum network supports smart contracts, which are small deter-
ministic programs stored on the blockchain that users can invoke through trans-
actions. Each smart contract is represented by its own unique account. Unlike
externally owned accounts (EOAs) that are controlled by users via private keys,
smart contracts operate differently; they do not have associated private keys
in the conventional sense. This structural distinction ensures that, assuming
the underlying cryptography remains secure, it is practically impossible to ex-
ternally control a smart contract without explicit permission encoded within
its functions. Moreover, while transactions submitted to the network must be
signed by EOAs, indicating that smart contracts cannot initiate transactions on
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their own, interactions between smart contracts within a transaction are both
possible and common.

Ether (Eth) is the virtual currency that the Ethereum network uses to
charge costs related to the computing power required to process transactions. As
part of the blockchains state, Ethereum maintains the balance for each account.
The cost of processing transactions is expressed so-called gas units—every op-
eration carries a cost that contributes to the final price. When accounts submit
transactions, they choose how much Ether they are willing to pay per unit of
gas. This price is divided into two parts—a base fee and priority fee. The
base fee stipulates the minimum that the account needs to pay for a unit of
gas. The priority fee represents how much more Ether the account is willing to
pay for including the transaction in a block with priority. When the transaction
becomes processed and included in the block, the balance of the account that
signed decreases by the respective amount Ether, the portion corresponding to
the base fee is removed from circulation (the usual jargon for this action says
that the Ether is “burnt” or “burned”), and the portion corresponding to the
priority fee is given to the proposer of the block.

Transactions on Ethereum are uniquely identified by hashes. A transaction
hash is calculated based on the nonce, sender, recipient, transaction data, and
value. Ethereum uses a modified Merkle Patricia Trie (MPT) [mpt(2024)] data
structure to efficiently store and retrieve the state. The entire state of Ethereum
(all accounts and their respective states) is stored in this trie. The state root is
a 256-bit hash which uniquely identifies the root of the MPT containing all the
state information.

The logic of the Ethereum network described in this section is driven by the
so-called Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). Other blockchain networks that use
the same logic as EVM are called EVM-compatible. Go-Ethereum, or simply
Geth [get([n. d.])], is a popular implementation of the Ethereum network client.

2.3 Optimism Protocol Overview

Optimism publishes transaction data and blockchain output roots onto Ethereum.
By observing this data, one can recreate the Optimism blockchain state entirely
(assuming that no invalid output root updates were provided and successfully
challenged; see e.g. [opt(2024b)]).

The Optimism network consists of Optimism nodes, a special privileged node
called the sequencer, and L1 smart contracts.

A node is composed of the custom Optimism network derivation software, the
op-node service, and a custom version of Geth, the so-called op-geth service,
as well as a connection to the underlying L1. The op-node provides info about
the current tip of the L2 blockchain and performs the derivation of the entire
blockchain by reading the L2 transactions published on the L1. The op-node

replays the Optimism transactions when operating in replica (to recreate the
state locally) or verifier modes (to potentially challenge a state update), or
for the first time if the node is the sequencer. The transactions are executed
via op-geth, which is a modified version of Geth to support some additional
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functionality. For example, deposit transactions (defined below) are those
that originate on L1 but must be included on L2; this functionality does not
exist for the closed-ecosystem blockchain that Geth normally implements.

The sequencer is a privileged node that collects users’ transactions similar
to Ethereum and also order them based on pre-defined rules. Transactions are
kept in a mempool and propagated via P2P to the network of nodes. The
sequencer’s set of components additionally includes a batcher service and a
proposer service. The batcher service publishes the L2 transaction data in form
of batches on the L1 as calldata.2 This data is posted as calldata on L1
because it is not explicitly used as program inputs, but is simply recorded there
for others to observe. This is the data that is used by the other nodes to
derive the chain of blocks and determine the state of the L2. As Optimism
relies totally on a single sequencer for transaction inclusion and ordering, the
batches posted onto Ethereum by the batcher which persist for a sufficient
number of L1 confirmations, are therefore those that are (eventually) executed
on the Optimism network. The proposer service publishes the new state roots
generated by the execution of the blocks containing the batched transactions.
An output root is the hash of data including the block hash, the L2 state root
and the storage hash of the L2ToL1MessagePasser smart contract on the L2.

The Optimism L1 smart contracts are used to perform both deposit transac-
tions (simply “desposits”) and withdrawal transactions (simply “withdrawals”)
from the L2 network, as well as to verify the state roots.

A deposit transaction is an L2 transaction generated by an L1 transac-
tion. Deposits can be used to credit Eth on an L2 address but also to include
an arbitrary transaction on the L2 (in this sense, the name “deposit” is not
entirely accurate). In particular, they can be used to perform any smart con-
tract interaction such as transferring tokens. When a user performs a deposit
calling the relevant smart contract (OptimismPortal), the smart contract emits
an event. This event contains all the transaction parameters such as sender,
recipient, value and data. Deposits must be included in the derivation of the
chain by the protocol and are for this reason censorship resistant.

The verification of the state roots is done by the Fault Dispute Game that
is currently under development [dis([n. d.])]. State roots are published on the
L1 by the sequencer (namely the proposer) and are optimistically considered
valid if they have not been challenged for the duration of a challenge pe-
riod; 7 days in Optimism. The challenge game starts when a state root is
challenged by a node that deems it invalid. The game consists in perform-
ing a binary search over intermediate states until two consecutive states are
found. The second state is the challenged one. At this point the verifica-
tion of the validity of the second state is performed by a smart contract that
can execute MIPS [Kane and Heinrich(1992)] bytecode. The op-node code in
Go [Meyerson(2014)] can be compiled in MIPS and executed onchain. The
smart contract executes the instruction that generates the second state and de-

2After EIP-4844 [Buterin(2022b)] was introduced in Ethereum Cancun Upgrade on March
13, 2024, the batcher service can also publish the L2 transaction data as blobs on the L1.
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cides if the state root corresponding to the current game is invalid or not. If the
state root is not invalid, it will be considered final if it remains unchallenged for
one week. The game is accompanied by a set of incentives based on staking: if
a state is proven invalid, the proposer’s stake is forfeited.

Withdrawals depend on state roots, and hence they can be performed only
after a state root is considered valid. Withdrawals are initiated on the L2
by transacting on the appropriate L1 smart contract (L2ToL1MessagePasser).
First, the contract hashes the transactions parameters and saves the hash in
an array in its storage. This is called a withdrawal initiating transaction. On
the OptimismPortal on the L1, once the output root is proposed, a user (or
relayer) can perform a withdrawal proving transaction: this transaction proves
that a transaction is included in a state root by providing a merkle proof. After
the state root is considered valid, a user can perform a withdrawal finalising
transaction that effectively executes the withdrawal. A withdrawal lets users
withdraw Eth from the OptimismPortal and execute any L2-to-L1 transaction.

3 Sequencer Level Security (SLS)

Figure 1: An Overview of the Sequencer Level Security (SLS) Protocol.

In this section we introduce Sequencer Level Security, a sequencing protocol
that provides additional enhanced security guarantees compared to Ethereum
and the current state-of-the-art rollups.

Figure 1 presents an overview of the protocol. It contains three main compo-
nents: (1) Malice Detection, (2) Quarantine-Release Criterion, and (3) Trans-
action Execution.

Upon arrival at the SLS sequencer, transactions from the mempool are ini-
tially routed to Malice Detection module. It identifies whether a transaction is
benign or potentially malicious (detailed in Section 3.2). Benign transactions
are promptly queued for block inclusion, adhering to standard sequencing proto-
cols. Conversely, transactions flagged as malicious are diverted to Quarantine-
Release Criterion module, which acts as an intermediary holding area. Here,
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they undergo a rigorous verification process against specific release criteria (de-
tailed in Section 3.3). Transactions that meet these criteria are then forwarded
to Transaction Execution module. Transaction Execution module executes the
transactions against the blockchain state at the forthcoming L2 block. Success-
fully executed transactions are cycled back to the SLS sequencer for inclusion
in the forthcoming L2 block (detailed in Section 3.4).

3.1 Assumptions and Design Goals

Throughout this section, we make the assumption that the sequencer is central-
ized but trusted. Note this assumption is currently valid for almost all popular
rollups as shown in Table 1.

We further assume that malicious actors are incapable of compromising the
sequencer. Specifically, it is presumed that these actors do not have control over
the sequencer and cannot exploit it to their advantage. Instead, their interaction
with the blockchain is limited to the transactions they submit. Any attempt to
utilize blockchain or smart contract vulnerabilities to manipulate the system or
illicitly access resources is deemed malicious activity.

We aim to design a protocol that

• minimally impacts sequencing throughput or latency;

• is transparent and allows for deterministic derivation of the chain’s state;
and

• maintains, without worsening, the trust model of the existing sequencer
for benign actors.

3.2 Malice Detection

When the SLS sequencer receives transactions in the mempool, prior to includ-
ing them in the block, it decides whether the transactions are malicious or not.
Benign transactions can be considered for immediate inclusion into blocks ac-
cording to the regular sequencing rules. Malicious transactions are placed in the
quarantine and cannot be considered for block inclusion until they are released
(see Section 3.3).

The specific algorithm used by the sequencer to identify malicious trans-
actions is beyond the scope of this paper. Possible approaches include pro-
gram analysis and machine learning(See Section 6.1). In particular, tools like
Trace2Inv [Chen et al.(2024)] allow contract deployers to specify invariants that
should hold for all transactions, which provides contract deployer customizable
choices for the detection of malicious transactions. Our focus is on the broader
mechanics of transaction processing and block formation. Therefore, we assume
that the sequencer effectively identifies and segregates malicious transactions,
without delving into the algorithmic nuances of this process. The minimal us-
able information that the analysis needs to return is a boolean value indicating
whether the transaction should be quarantined or not. However, additional
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output information can be useful for specific release criteria (see the Economic
criterion in Section 3.3).

Transaction malice detection typically requires simulation results of a trans-
action. Such simulation can be performed in two ways:
Isolated Simulation at the Chain’s Tip: Transactions can be simulated
independently at a blockchain states of the next block, known as the chain’s tip.
Here, all transactions are executed using the same state of the blockchain, which
ensures that the simulation outcomes pertain solely to individual transactions
without the influence of others. This method allows for parallel processing,
significantly speeding up the analysis. However, because these simulations lack
the context of the block into which transactions would ultimately be integrated,
there is a risk of overlooking some malicious activities.
Contextual Simulation within the Block: Alternatively, transactions can
be simulated in the context of their specific block. This process involves se-
quentially simulating each transaction, with the state of the blockchain being
updated by each preceding transaction. While this approach provides a com-
prehensive view of how transactions influence one another and adapts to each
new state, its sequential nature prevents parallel processing, making it slower
but more thorough in identifying potential anomalies.

Simulating every transaction at the tip of the chain can result in false posi-
tives and false negatives. For instance, imagine a Decentralized Finanaice (DeFi)
protocol P (see e.g., [Werner et al.(2022)]) that implements a pausing feature,
a transaction A that unpauses P , and a transaction B that can exploit P pro-
vided that P is not paused, the sequence of transactions (A,B) would result
in an exploit. Transaction B alone would not result in an exploit if it was
simulated on the tip of the chain when P is paused, and might be considered
benign. If the sequencer subsequently placed the transaction in a block after
P is unpaused, the exploit would occur despite the judgment that B is benign.
Overall, assessing transactions in isolation at the tip of the chain can yield both
false positives and false negatives.

3.2.1 Hybrid Parallel-Sequential Malice Detection

We now present an algorithm that combines the two approaches to optimize the
speed of detection but maintain its accuracy.
Step 0 (Choosing Transactions by the Sequencer): The sequencer se-
lects a list of transactions (T1, T2, ..., Tn) for potential inclusion in the upcoming
block. This step is same as other standard sequencing protocols.
Step 1 (Parallel Simulation on the Tip of the Chain): Each transaction
Ti is independently simulated using the current state at the tip of the blockchain.
This step allows for parallel processing of transactions. The outcomes of these
simulations provide essential data for future dependency analysis and malice
detection: (1) Simulation results of each transaction Ti, (2) The blockchain
states read (Ri) and written (Wi) by each transaction Ti.
Step 2 (Transaction Dependency Analysis): For any i < j, a transaction
Tj is dependent on Ti if Wi ∩ Rj ̸= ∅. Informally, a transaction Tj is depen-
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dent on Ti if executing Ti may change the outcome of executing Tj . This step
identifies dependencies among all transactions.
Step 3 (Parallel Detection for Independent Transactions and Sequen-
tial Detection for Dependent Transactions): For any transaction Tj that is
not dependent (a.k.a. independent) on any other prior transaction Ti(i < j), the
sequencer can perform parallel detection on their simulation results. Other de-
pendent transactions are queued for sequential simulation and detection within
the block context.
Step 4 (Transaction Inclusion): The sequencer finalizes the block by includ-
ing all transactions identified as benign in Step 3. Dependent transactions that
could not be fully analyzed due to time constraints or complexity are deferred
to the next cycle. The same detection process will be applied in the next round
when these transactions are considered again for inclusion.

This Hybrid Parallel-Sequential Malice Detection algorithm ensures a robust
approach by combining both isolated and contextual analyses of transactions,
optimizing for both speed and accuracy in the detection process.

When a transaction Ti, is identified as malicious, it is quarantined by the
sequencer. These transactions may only be reconsidered for inclusion and re-
simulated only if certain parties subjectively trigger the release criteria, as de-
scribed in Section 3.3. The sequencer conducts only basic checks (a.k.a. re-
tirement criteria), such as verifying the nonce and time criteria, to determine
if these transactions can be removed from the mempool. This strategy reduces
the computational demand on the sequencer and enhances its defense against
Denial-of-Service attacks (see Section 4.6).

3.3 Quarantine

While in quarantine, the transaction is present in the mempool, but it does not
change status. Explicitly, it does not get executed and cannot be included in the
blocks. The sequencer maintains the information about when the transaction
has been placed in the quarantine. The transaction will either be dropped from
the mempool once it meets one of the retirement criteria or be released from
the quarantine if it meets one of the release criteria. Upon release, it can be
selected for block inclusion based on the standard algorithm implemented by
the sequencer.

The exact retirement criteria and release criteria can be defined by the se-
quencer. The following list of retirement and release criteria appears viable from
the security standpoint.
Retirement Criteria:

• Nonce criterion. If the transaction can no longer be included in a block be-
cause the nonce is no longer valid (i.e., the account has submitted another
transaction with the same nonce that has been included in a block), the
transaction can be released from the quarantine as it will be subsequently
dropped from the mempool.
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• Time criterion. The time criterion represents the reaction time that the se-
quencer offers to the users to react to a malicious transaction. If the trans-
action has been quarantined for longer than required, it can be released
and considered for block inclusion. The exact amount of time required
for the transaction to stay in the quarantine is a configuration parameter
that can be decided by the blockchain.

Release Criteria:

• Failure criterion. If a transaction fails due to changes in the chain’s state,
it can be safely included in the block since it will result in a revert. Re-
verted transactions do not alter the blockchain state. Consequently, these
transactions are inherently benign.

• Administrative criterion. It is expected that the detection of malice will
occasionally produce false positives. Under such circumstances, the se-
quencer operational team, comprising security experts, can administra-
tively override decisions to release transactions. This can be executed
either through manual review by security experts or an automated agent.
Additionally, the malice detection approaches could help identify contracts
at risk of financial loss. If identified, these potential victim contract admin-
istrators have the option to assess the risks and approve the transaction.
Once all necessary approvals are obtained, the transaction is released from
quarantine, ensuring a balance between security and operational fluidity.

• Economic criterion. For this criterion, the sequencer can offer the ac-
counts an option to provide collateral that can be slashed in case the
transaction causes harm on-chain. The economic criterion is met if the
available collateral staked by the account submitting the transaction ex-
ceeds the maximum possible damage that the sequencer anticipates the
transaction to cause.

While the transaction is in quarantine the sequencer periodically checks
whether one of the retirement criteria has been satisfied with every new block
appended to the chain. The sequencer does not need to vet the transactions
more often as without a block, the state of the chain does not change. The se-
quencer does not check release criteria, instead, it waits for a privileged party to
trigger the release criteria, such as approvals from security experts or collaterals
submitted by transaction originators.

The transaction hash serves as an identifier for transactions in the quaran-
tine, however, the SLS protocol also has to use the account address, and the
transaction data (the function selector and call data), and value, to establish
whether a newly incoming transactions is a duplicate of a transaction that has
been already released from the quarantine (see Section 3.4 for more details).

While quarantined, the transaction is subjected to the regular retirement
criteria that the sequencing protocol prescribes for the mempool. If the trans-
action retires from the mempool prior to its release from quarantine, it should
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be removed from quarantine as if it never entered. Explicitly stated, in the case
of retirement from the mempool, if a transaction with the same hash enters the
mempool again (potentially due to re-propagation by the network) and is still
considered malicious by the sequencer, it should be quarantined again.

In some implementations of EVM clients, including Geth, transactions can
also be removed from the mempool because the accounts that submitted them
choose to replace them with different transactions (having the same nonce, but
higher gas price). Such replacement transactions will have different hash. Upon
replacement, the transaction should continue being quarantined. The sequencer
should decide if the replacement transaction should also be quarantined, or if
it can be included in the block immediately. The inclusion will result in the
quarantine transaction meeting the Nonce release criterion.

3.4 Transaction Execution

Upon releasing from the quarantine, the sequencer can consider including the
transaction when forming the next block. This is subject to the regular se-
quencing rules. Notably, the transaction may become underpriced in terms of
the base fee [Buterin(2022a)]. In such a case, the sequencer proceeds using its
normal sequencing rules—the Ethereum protocol for the mempool management
(also used by Optimism Bedrock) keeps the transaction in the mempool until
it meets the minimum required base fee. If this happens before the transaction
retires from the mempool, it can be included in a block. The account that
submitted the transaction initially can also desire to resubmit the transaction
with a base fee matching the current state of the chain. In such a case, the
transaction should not be quarantined again. As the modified gas price and
limit information would result in a new transaction hash, the SLS protocol has
to use the account address, and the transaction data (the function selector and
call data), and value, to establish whether a newly incoming transactions is a
duplicate of a transaction that has been already released from the quarantine.

When included in the block, the transaction may succeed or result in a
revert and a failure (see the Failure criterion in Section 3.3). Both outcomes are
acceptable to the SLS protocol.

4 Implementation

In this section, we describe how the SLS protocol can be implemented in the
context of the Optimism rollup. We first offer a comprehensive overview of
the Optimism protocol, followed by a detailed discussion of the modifications
required to integrate the SLS protocol. The implementation of SLS is demon-
strated on a prototype, which we refer to as Zircuit.
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4.1 Geth and Op-geth

Geth is an official command-line interface client for Ethereum. Written in Go,
it serves as a gateway for developers and users to interact with the Ethereum
blockchain. As a full Ethereum node implementation, Geth plays a pivotal role
in the Ethereum ecosystem, allowing for the full realization of its decentralized
nature by enabling users to not only participate in the network but also to verify
all operations independently.

op-geth, on the other hand, represents a specialized variant of Geth de-
signed to operate within the Optimism Layer 2 scaling solution for Ethereum.
Optimism aims to increase Ethereum’s transaction throughput and reduce fees
while maintaining security and decentralization. op-geth inherits the core func-
tionalities of Geth, ensuring that developers familiar with Ethereum can easily
transition to building and interacting with applications on Optimism.

In the subsequent parts of this section, whenever we introduce a component
or feature present in Geth, the same component or feature is also found in
op-geth, unless specifically noted otherwise.

4.2 Queued and pending transactions in Geth

Geth collects transactions that are used to make new blocks. A block is made
at every predefined interval of time called “block time”. During the block time,
users submit transactions to Geth that collects them in the transactions pool.
The subset of transactions to be included in the next block depends on a set
of rules that filter all the transactions in the transactions pool. Specifically,
transactions have to go through the queued and pending pools to be accepted in
a block. The queued pool is used to keep in memory a list of all the transactions
submitted by the users. To get in this queue, transactions have to pass a basic
validation that checks the balance, the nonce and some heuristics that are local
to the node such as price and size. During this process, if the queue is full, the
underpriced transactions are discarded. The transactions that are eventually
included in a block are taken from the pending queue. To get in this queue,
transactions have to pass a validation that checks if the nonce is too low and if
the transaction is underpriced (low balance or too costly). At the end of this
process, if the total amount of transactions in the pending queue is over the
limit, the highest nonced transactions are removed.

4.3 Deposit Transactions and Deterministic Chain Deriva-
tion

Optimism does not have a consensus protocol, it instead relies on the L1 to
decide on the finality of the L2 blocks. To accomplish this, transactions data is
submitted to the L1 in form of L1 transactions’ calldata. op-geth and retrieved
from the L1 to form again the L2 chain in a process called derivation. This
mechanism is one of the implementations of a broader concept called ”Data
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Availability”[dat([n. d.])]. Every node of the optimism network can derive the
entire chain by just being in connection with an L1 archive node.

The process of derivation consists in collecting all the transactions submitted
by the batcher to the batch inbox address and all the user deposited transactions
(see Section 2.3). The collected data is used to reconstruct the L2 blockchain
and compute its current state. The user deposited transactions are not only used
for inter-chain communication, but are also a censorship resistance mechanism
introduced by Optimism. According to the protocol specification [opt(2024a)],
deposit transactions cannot be excluded from the blockchain and must be in-
cluded at the beginning of the first block of every L2 epoch. In practice, if
the sequencer excludes these transactions, the result of the computation of the
output roots would be successfully challenged in the dispute game.

Deposit transactions can be retrieved from the L1 at any time just like the
L2 transactions data submitted by the batcher. Including them in the batches
would be of no use and it would consume gas. As a result, in Optimism, deposit
transactions are not included in batches.

In the Optimism protocol, deposit transactions are uncensorable transac-
tions that can perform any action a regular L2 transaction can perform on
the L2. This includes malicious actions. For this reason, to allow the SLS
to quarantine all the possibly malicious transactions (including deposits), the
derivation process needs to be adapted. Deposit transactions are included into
the L2 chain by the op-node service, which reads them from the L1 and in turn
provides them to the op-geth which includes them in a block.

4.4 Detection, Exclusion, and Derivation

As described earlier, the malicious transactions detection must happen for both
regular and deposit transactions. The regular L2 transactions can be analysed
while the selection for inclusion in the pending queue as that’s the instant they
become valid to be included in a block. For the deposit transactions, they can
be analysed during the execution of the forkchoiceUpdated method called by
op-node, as that’s the instant they are included in a block. The analysis of
the transactions can result in a quarantine for some of them. This process is
perfectly compatible with the protocol and allows for the building of the block
in the case of regular L2 transactions.

For deposit transactions, the quarantining would result in an invalid deriva-
tion process. For this reason, we introduced a modification to the protocol that,
together with transaction data, submits to the L1 a bitmap where every positive
bit represent the inclusion in the block of the deposit transactions. The deriva-
tion protocol is updated accordingly allowing other nodes to correctly derive
the chain.

4.5 Deposit Transaction Exclusion

Deposit transactions are transactions submitted for inclusion into L2 blocks
through L1. While the Optimism protocol uses such transactions for bridging
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Ether onto L2, the transactions may have nothing to do with depositing Ether
onto the rollup—these can be arbitrary transactions [opt(2024a)]. Therefore,
they need to be subjected to the same assessment procedure as transactions
submitted directly to the rollup mempool.

Recall that the Optimism state derivation protocol stipulates that deposit
transactions have to be included at the beginning of the L2 epoch, i.e., the set
of L2 blocks linked to an L1 block in which they were submitted. Quarantining
deposit transactions for an arbitrary period of time contradicts this requirement.
Furthermore, as the placement of the deposit transactions in the L2 chain is
determined, the deposit transactions are not included in batches submitted to
L1 by the batcher. Therefore, in order to allow for a deterministic re-derivation
of the state from L1 data only, the SLS protocol needs to publish the following
information onto L1 the information about which deposit transactions were
accepted by the sequencer, and which deposit transactions were quarantined.
Furthermore, the protocol would need to publish information about when the
deposit transactions were released from the quarantine, and in which L2 blocks
they were finally included.

The caveat with quarantined transactions is that after their release from the
quarantine, they may fail (see Sections 3.3 and 3.4). This is not acceptable for
the deposit transactions as the deposit transactions may have assets attached to
them, and without the ability to complete the deposit on L2, these assets might
become permanently locked. Therefore, deposit transactions that are deemed
malicious by the sequencer enter the quarantine, but are never released. The
assets attached to these transactions may be released back to the transaction
submitter.

In order to communicate the selection of deposits that should be included in
blocks on L2 for the purpose of deterministic chain derivation, the SLS protocol
adds a bitmap to the data posted onto the data availability layer. The order
of deposit transactions submitted within an L1 block is fixed by the order of
transactions in that block. The bitmap contains a 1 bit at the indices matching
the deposits to be included, and 0 on indices matching the deposits that are
being refused. The number of transactions is capped by the limit on the L1
block size. A single word on Ethereum includes 256 bits, which is enough to
cover 256 deposit transactions in a single L1 block. The protocol can use as
many words as required to encompass the information about the inclusion of all
deposits that fit into a single L1 block.

The assets locked in smart contracts on L1 due to the refused deposit transac-
tions can be made available for withdrawal back to the accounts that submitted
the refused transactions directly on L1 (See details in Section 5.2).

4.6 Risks

One major concern for SLS designs is a Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack. In
particular, malicious actors may attempt to flood the system with numerous
harmful transactions, leading to entire L2 blocks being void as all transactions
processed by the sequencer are quarantined. However, after SLS quarantines
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all harmful transactions, the sequencer will continue to process the remaining
transactions. As mentioned in Section 3.2, the sequencer will only perform
basic retirement criterion checks on quarantined transactions, e.g. checking
transaction expiration, which is very lightweight computation and will not block
the sequencer from processing the remaining transactions.

Additionally, performing such an attack would be prohibitively expensive. It
requires the malicious party to control a significant number of funded accounts,
ensuring that a substantial portion of transactions in the mempool originates
from them. If an actor has the resources to execute this strategy with an SLS-
enabled sequencer, they could similarly manipulate a standard sequencer by
initiating transactions that are certainly to be reverted. Therefore, this type of
risk is not unique to SLS-enabled systems.

5 Discussion

In this section, we explore the broader implications of our findings on the SLS
protocol, delving into the potential impacts, challenges, and future directions.

5.1 SLS Implications on Trust Model

While building the SLS protocol, we made some basic assumptions. One as-
sumption is that the sequencer is centrally operated and trusted. In our analy-
sis, we argued that augmenting such a sequencer with SLS does not necessitate
an increased level of trust from users towards the sequencer. This holds even
for the deposit transactions. Although the vanilla OP stack sequencing pro-
tocol stipulates how these transactions need to be processed, it is really up to
the honesty of the sequencer if these transactions will or will not be included
in the L2 chain. An SLS-enabled sequencer explicitly does not process deposit
transactions that it deems malicious.

The trust assumptions are not fundamentally increased even by the pres-
ence of detectors whose purpose is to identify and segregate malicious transac-
tions—these detectors are operated by the sequencer which is already centralized
and assumed to be trusted.

If the SLS-enhanced sequencer implements the Time criterion for quarantine
release (see Section 3.3), the censorship resistance of the sequencing protocol
does not decrease either. A centrally operated sequencer can already choose to
not process transactions submitted by certain accounts. If the Time criterion for
quarantine release is implemented, at worst, some transactions may encounter
a processing delay. The Time criterion also ensures that transactions that were
falsely identified as malicious will eventually get processed too.

5.2 SLS Implications on Escape Hatches

One of the core risks of a rollup is the ability to withdraw funds from the rel-
evant smart contracts even in the event that the sequencer, state proposer, or
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other parties responsible for operating a rollup are not online. Such function-
ality is often called an escape hatch [Gorzny et al.(2022)]. This functionality
should differ for SLS-enabled sequencers in the following way. Funds present in
the last posted L2 state do not need to be handled differently: the state is a
result of transactions on L2 that were either quarantined and released, or never
quarantined. However, funds that are sent via deposit transactions to the L2
may not have their quarantine status known, as the network may have ceased
to operate just after a deposit was recorded on the L1. In such a case, an escape
hatch could by default use the Time criterion to allow funds in deposit trans-
actions to withdraw from the L1 contract after a timeout. This would refund
the funds and prevent the funds from being considered as part of the L2 state.
Deposit transactions which have been quarantined prior to a network failure
could also be considered safe to withdraw (on the L1), as they never resulted in
malicious behaviour on the L2. However, care should be taken to ensure that
these transactions are not considered again in the L2 state if rollup operation
resumes.

5.3 Future Works

SLS Malicious Transaction Detection. In this work, we assumed that the
sequencer can effectively identify malicious transactions. It should be appar-
ent that the performance of an SLS-enabled sequencing and the overarching
blockchain intimately depends on this capability. In future work, one can focus
on the efficacy of such detection both in terms of the false positive and negative
rate, as well as the actual computing performance required. Some related works
have been done on Ethereum as introduced in Section 6. However, these works
are analysis on transactions already included in past blocks; the SLS protocol
requires the detection of malicious transactions while they are still in the mem-
pool. Whether parallelization of the detection process can be used to speed up
the detection process could be an interesting question.

Other malicious transactions could be detected; we list two directions that
are feasible. First, a detection module could also watch L1 transactions that
attempt to deposit stolen funds onto L2, and classify those as malicious on
L2, even if they are only depositing funds there. Second, transactions may
be classified as malicious if they result in a smart contract state that breaks
a specified invariant. An SLS-enabled sequencer could receive invariants from
applications on the L2 that should be enforced, and the sequencer could simulate
transactions to see if these are ever violated. Violating transactions are then
considered malicious. This requires a suitable invariant language but allows
application developers to have their own custom definition of malicious activity.
These approraches are not mutually exclusive with the ideas presented in this
work.
SLS on Decentralized Sequencer. SLS also assumes that the sequencer is
centrally operated. There has been a lot of research devoted to decentralized
sequencers with a good systematic overview provided by [Motepalli et al.(2023)].
It is unclear how the SLS concept would work with a decentralized sequencer.
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In a decentralized setting, the sequencing nodes would need to form consensus
on the quarantine state of transactions. Furthermore, a presence of even a
single malicious sequencing node could jeopardize the reliability of the entire
decentralized SLS system as such a node could choose to freely include malicious
transactions in blocks.

6 Related Work

In this section, we review the existing literature and prior developments in the
field of blockchain security and malice detection, highlighting the advancements
and identifying the gaps that our research aims to address.

6.1 Malicious Transaction Detection

Detecting anomalous transactions on blockchain platforms, particularly Ethereum,
has been a focal point of research, aiming to enhance the security and integrity
of smart contracts. This subsection delves into significant contributions in the
field, categorizing them into two primary approaches: program analysis and
machine learning.
Program analysis. Initiatives like TxSpector [Zhang et al.(2020)] set the
stage for bytecode-level analysis of Ethereum transactions to pinpoint attacks,
followed by The Eye of Horus [Torres et al.(2021b)] and Time-Travel Inves-
tigation [Wu et al.(2022)], which further enhanced attack detection capabili-
ties on smart contracts and blockchain transactions. More recently, Trace2Inv
[Chen et al.(2024)] dynamically inferred invariants from transaction traces and
achieved a significant reduction in false positives.
Machine learning. Emerging research by Gai et al. [Gai et al.(2023)] and
Boxin [Boxin(2024)] has explored using machine learning to dynamically detect
and mitigate smart contract vulnerabilities, showcasing the potential of AI in
securing blockchain ecosystems.

These methodologies, pivotal for identifying malicious activities, complement
our Sequencer Level Security (SLS) protocol. By incorporating such techniques,
the SLS protocol can effectively quarantine suspicious transactions, leveraging
the collective insights from both program analysis and machine learning to en-
sure robust security within a rollup blockchain.

6.2 MEV and Frontrunning

MEV, originally standing for miner extractable value, was a concept intro-
duced in the context of proof-of-work (PoW) blockchains. In PoW, miners
have the power to decide the order and inclusion of transactions within a
block. This setup allows miners to profit by manipulating transaction or-
der [Daian et al.(2020)]. The topic of MEV has attracted significant research
interest, with studies aiming to quantify its effects and understand its impli-
cations for the blockchain ecosystem [Qin et al.(2022), Eskandari et al.(2019),
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Torres et al.(2021a)].
With Ethereum’s transition to proof-of-stake (PoS) in late 2022, the concept

of value extraction underwent a redefinition. MEV was reinterpreted asMaximal
Extractable Value, broadening its scope to encompass any network participant
capable of extracting value from transaction manipulation, not just miners.

To address the challenges posed by MEV, the Flashbots organization pro-
posed a novel solution: a bundle mechanism that enables a sealed-bid auction for
transaction re-ordering [Obadia(2020), fla(2024)]. This approach democratizes
the MEV extraction process, enabling any actor to compete for the inclusion of
transactions in a block.

Although MEV extraction is predominantly profit-driven [Li et al.(2023)],
some researchers have explored its potential for thwarting frontrunning at-
tacks. Strategies include preempting hackers by inserting transactions that ei-
ther pause the affected protocol or copy the attacker’s transaction to take the
funds first before returning them to their rightful owners [Deng et al.(2023),
Zhang et al.(2023)]. A notable instance in July 2023 saw an MEV bot operator
successfully intercept and return assets of approximately $5.5 million USD to a
victim of hacking [fro(2024)].

Different from MEV, our SLS protocol is designed with a singular focus on
enhancing security, devoid of profit motives. It does not re-order transactions for
profit but rather quarantines suspicious transactions for scrutiny. A transaction
identified as malicious will only be processed if it meets specific release criteria,
eliminating the need for building external frontrunning bots to monitor and
protect target protocols. The SLS protocol provides an integrated solution
for monitoring and managing potentially harmful transactions, setting a new
standard for security within the blockchain domain.

7 Conclusion

We described the Sequencer Level Security (SLS) protocol, a novel enhance-
ment protocol for sequencers in rollups. This work represents the inaugural
exploration of the concept and capability in question, marking it as a pioneer-
ing contribution to the field. We presented the results specifically for the OP
stack on Ethereum, but our results can be easily generalized and can apply in
other settings as well. Although we designed the SLS protocol with focus on
security, it can be applied for other filtering purposes too.

The SLS protocol is a novel concept that is currently not implemented in any
rollup. We suggest that the existence of SLS-enabled can open a new paradigm
for blockchain security where blockchain themselves offer security measures to
the resident smart contracts, applications, and users. As such, we believe that
it will bring opportunities for new research streams in the blockchain security
field.
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